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WUQWATR WATCH

ALUS
WUQWATR’s 2021 ALUS program has been off to a good start
this year. We have held our first partnership advisory committee
meeting (PAC) completely virtual, and were still able to approve
multiple projects. We have welcomed a new committee member
on to our PAC, Hillary Luchinski, who will bring her agricultural
knowledge and forage blend expertise to assist with project
review and approval. We have 2 projects currently underway
with establishment to occur over the next few months but we still
have the opportunity and funding available to support additional
project acres related to the conservation of aquatic species at
risk. This means we have funding to support projects such as
exclusion fencing along a waterway or the
enhancement/restoration of a riparian area/bank of a waterway.
If you or anyone you know is interested in completing a project
near a waterway, such as the Qu’Appelle River, please reach
out to our ALUS Coordinator, Justine, at 306-552-3560 or
ALUS@wuqwatr.ca for more information. We would love to
provide you with funding annually to help establish and maintain
this type of project!

CANADIAN AGRICULTURAL
PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM
The Wascana & Upper
Qu’Appelle Watersheds
Association Taking
Responsibility is no longer
funded to provide support for
the Canadian Agricultural
Partnership program through
the Ministry of Agriculture.
As we transition out of this
program, we are still
available to put producers in
touch with the appropriate
contacts who can help them
complete these projects in
order to receive financial
assistance.
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The Wascana & Upper Qu'Appelle Watersheds Association Taking
Responsibility (WUQWATR), in partnership with the Saskatchewan
Association of Watersheds, Environment and Climate Change
Canada and other member watersheds are excited to announce
the launch of the Saskatchewan Tree for Life Program. This
program is aimed at educating and increasing public awareness of
climate change and to promote positive environmental impact by
distributing and planting 24,000 trees across Saskatchewan.
Climate change information will be distributed and presented to
rural and urban communities, youth and small to medium-sized
business owners.
Trees help mitigate climate change by sequestering carbon. A
young tree can absorb 13 pounds of CO2 each year and
approximately 48 pounds of CO2 per year at 10 years of age.
Imagine how much CO2 is stored with 24,000 trees! Trees provide
habitat for wildlife and pollinators and are instrumental in reducing
erosion and nutrient loading along shorelines resulting in improved
water quality of lakes, rivers, and wetlands.
We will be distributing trees in early June. To receive your tree(s),
we are asking people to participate in our Climate Change Survey
and take pictures of their planted tree. By doing this, you are
eligible to win 1 of 10 $500 gift cards! Just upload your picture on
social media, use #SKTreeforLife and tag us using one of four
social media handles:
Facebook - @SKTreeForLifeProgram
Instagram - @SKTreeforLife
Twitter - @sk_program
LinkedIn - sk-tree-for-life
For more information, give us a call 306-552-3560
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WUQWATR KIDS CLUB!
Follow along with Kids Club
updates and activities on
our website here:
http://wuqwatr.ca/programsservices/kids-club/

Paper Watershed Activity

Spring
Scavenger Hunt!
Look for these items and then tag us on social
media using #WUQWATRKidsClub so we can
see what you've found!

*An animal or bird in the water
*A beaver dam
*Flowers/Trees budding
*Bugs!
*Moving water
*Footprints or paw prints in the mud
*A shore line
*Your reflection in the water
*Your favorite Spring activity
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Citizen Science
As spring settles in, our water testers are back out on the shorelines
collecting and recording data using our Citizen Science water testing
kits. After Nature Regina’s call for volunteers in 2019 WUQWATR is
fortunate to have welcomed the Sanderson family as one of our most
active water-sampling families! We recently met up with Amy
Sanderson and her two children, Maddy and Finley, at one of their
favourite water sampling sites in Wascana Trails.
The Sanderson family usually starts sampling in April once the water is
open and safe, taking 4-6 samples per month all the way until October
or November when the water starts to freeze over again. For the first
time this winter, they even took their kit out ice fishing and told us they
bring it along every time they travel to new water.
Maddy and Finley have joined in on the water testing since the very
beginning. Amy told us they’re incredibly observant to the changes in
the water and the effects of things such as litter and pollution have on
the waterways they’re sampling on. As we walked up to their favorite
sample site just off the bridge at Wascana Trails, Finley noticed a piece
of treated lumber right in the middle of the river. This opened up a
conversation about its effects on the water and allowed both of the kids
to ask questions about it. It’s clear to see the confidence the Sanderson
children have in their knowledge on the water they visit frequently. “We
can be part of the environment as stewards, having fun and all of those
things, but we also have a responsibility to make sure we’re taking care
of the landscapes we’re living in. This has been a really good way for
them to give back,” Amy said about water sampling.
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When asked, Maddy and Finley’s favorite parts about getting out to test water was climbing on
the rocks in the water and building rapids in the river. Amy said she likes that it forces her to
think critically about the water and the landscape. She mentioned that in doing sampling they
can pick up changes in the water and landscape over time, then step back and see what
changes need to be made. The data they're collecting might be valuable years down the line to
see how the water is impacted by the changes made around it. Amy commented that if we
don’t sample and gather data, we’ll never know. We can observe our environment, but it’s
often the data that motivates many to make changes. Collecting and interpreting this data is
“just another way to communicate with nature,” Amy noted, “The water is telling us whether it’s
ok or not.”
After we finished sampling for the afternoon, we sat and watched the kids playing in the water.
“There’s just something so beautiful about water.” Amy said, “Every living thing is drawn to
water, it’s our life force, our nurturer. Once you’re in an environment with water, you’re in such
a peaceful state, mindful and present.” We couldn’t agree with this sentiment more!
Thank you so much to the Sanderson family for sharing your knowledge and spending the
afternoon with us!
If you're interested in learning more about the Citizen Science Program or would like a kit of
your own, please contact us info@wuqwatr.ca or 306-552-3560

